Dr. Linda Backman in Paris, France
Exploring Your Past Lives on Earth and Beyond:
The Gateway to Understanding & Healing Your Life Today
May 13, 2023 – All Day

For information on ticketing and the conference venue, contact:
lecoeurdhermes@gmail.com

Dr. Linda Backman offers us the opportunity to live an extraordinary experience by being
present in Paris on May 13, 2023 during her tour in Europe and for "Le Cœur d'Hermès".
You will be able to live a day in immersion in the heart of your previous lives and discover the inbetween lives and the precious teachings of Linda.
Linda will share her latest discoveries about past lives and which are far from being limited to life on
earth . . .
She will share the unprecedented results of Soul Regression with Interplanetary (IP) Souls and the
key role they have to play in the process of the evolution of humanity.
During this conference, Linda will answer questions such as:
 Where do we come from?
 Who are we?
 You will discover inspiring tales of past life explorations that reveal key karmic information,
enabling physical and emotional healing. You will be able to make the connection with your
own soul healing path.
 How to heal relationship patterns and bring more love and intimacy to relationships while
discovering your past life karma and its patterns.
 What can regressions to past lives reveal about your potential lives on other planets?
 How can these experiences potentially be related to current illnesses or emotional problems?
 You will begin to realize how life's trials – from health issues to the loss of loved ones – often
contain what you need to grow your soul and flourish more in this life.
This workshop will open doors for you, raising awareness regarding the following topics:
 Signs of past life karma tied to our physical, emotional, and spiritual self
 How to recognize physical, emotional and relational signs of interplanetary past lives
 How to transmute karma to heal and evolve
 How to live your life intentions
Dr. Backman has spent nearly 30 years guiding Past Life and Between Lives Soul Regression to
discover why are we here now, where do we come from, and how can we accomplish the soul
evolution of our current life. Do we regularly incarnate on Earth or do we come from an
Interplanetary location in the Universe, or from the Angelic Realm?
This insightful workshop will assist you to BE and DO what you came into life today to
accomplish.

Featured on Coast to Coast AM and Gaia TV, expert psychologist, regression therapist and
teacher Dr. Linda Backman has 44 years private practice experience, including over 25 years
guiding Soul Regressions. Linda has been conducting Between Lives Soul Regression
training since 2002. She is the author of Souls on Earth, The Evolving Soul and
Bringing Your Soul to Light.
Linda’s web site: www.ravenheartcenter.com
Facebook Event: https://fb.me/e/8oBVrKYel

For information on ticketing and the conference venue, contact:
lecoeurdhermes@gmail.com

